### DICE™

Approximately 15 percent shorter than its bigger brother, the Desert, the DICE™ is a compact, high-performance flipper folder optimized for everyday carry. Its full-size G10® X188 stock offers exceptional cutting performance and both a Carson-inspired clip and a fully functional Translucent Black™ with a full range of opening options. Its handle features a solid titanium scale and a carbon fiber liner and builds up to a 5.25” long blade. The DICE™ is designed with Carson-inspired clip and fully functional Translucent Black™ with a full range of opening options.

### PITS FOLDER™

The PITS™ (Fun in the Sky Folder) is a lightweight expression of British knifemaker Mike Rudge’s popular non-folding knife. Designed as a thin, hard-use helping tool that complements sleek British knife lines, it features a blade-tip knife blade from 304 stainless steel. It includes a clip, a deep carry pocket clip, and a reversible pocket clip for left or right-hand carry. It includes a clip, a deep carry pocket clip, and a reversible pocket clip for left or right-hand carry.

### MANIX² LIGHTWEIGHT CPM® S110V

Lighten your load with the Navajo version of the Manix™ Lightweight. This incredible knife combines the high-strength Full Bearing™, lightweight injection-molded handle, and full ambidexterity, offering the ultimate in cutting performance. It includes a clip, a deep carry pocket clip, and a reversible pocket clip for left or right-hand carry. Its lightweight injection-molded handle includes a clip, a deep carry pocket clip, and a reversible pocket clip for left or right-hand carry.

### ROADIE™

In early 2013, the Transportation Security Administration announced plans to replace airport X-ray systems. Although the plan was later withdrawn, Spyderco was quick to respond with a unique new non-metallic design called the Roadie. It includes a high-performance clip, the Roadie’s lightweight injection-molded handle features a clip, a deep carry pocket clip, and a reversible pocket clip for left or right-hand carry. Its lightweight injection-molded handle includes a clip, a deep carry pocket clip, and a reversible pocket clip for left or right-hand carry.

### BRADLEY BOWIE™

Kraftmacher and former BladeSports champion, Kyle Bradley, understands cutting performance. His hard-earned insights are clearly reflected in the Bradley Bowie, a seriously versatile do-everything fixed blade. Pocket-dimensioned from FB33, an impressively tough spray-painted (and coiled) with an ultra-high, naturally transcendent grain structure. The full-size G10™ Dura-Bond™ handle features out-sized pocket grip and is complemented by an attractive taiwanese handle. Its inlaid, pocketed G10 handle scales are secured to the full tang with sturdy black linen scales and support a prominent henry guard for use, color, and hand protection. The way of carry, the Bradley Bowie comes complete with a custom-fit leather sheath for left or right-hand carry.

### RUBICON™

Based on a custom design by knifemaker Peter Carey, the Rubicon is an exquisitely crafted Carson®-inspired tactical knife built for serious performance. Its blade CPM® S30V™ has a high hollow grind for superior edge geometry and a prominent keystone to ensure an acute edge. It’s paired with a handle that features skeletonized titanium scales, beautiful carbon fiber fiber scales, and a double-octagonal C-100 backpacker and pocket clip. Its black epoxy handle is protected on both sides by a full tang, and its extended clip ensures a substantial pocket clip. One of the most meticulously crafted production knives ever produced, the Rubicon is configured for left or right-hand carry.

### SCHEMPP BOWIE™

The latest iteration in Spyderco’s Evolution Series of bowies, the Schempp Bowie translates the style and utility of the classic American Bowie into a highly functional bowie optimized for everyday carry. Its CPM® S30V™ blade is an intense single-piece profile and a living gene for superior cutting performance. It includes a deeply integrated handle that features skeletonized titanium scales, textured carbon fiber, and a triple-octagonal C-100 backpacker and pocket clip. A high-strength locking mechanism and a reversible pocket clip carry the Schempp Bowie in style.

### BURCH CHUBBY™

Inspired by one of the most popular bowies of the 20th century, the Burch Chubby packs tremendous cutting power into a very compact package. Its 3.50-inch CPM® S30V™ blade has a double-octagonal C-100 backpacker and pocket clip, and inlaid, pocketed G10 handle scales are secured to the full tang with sturdy black linen scales and support a prominent henry guard for use, color, and hand protection. The way of carry, the Burch Chubby comes complete with a custom-fit leather sheath for left or right-hand carry.

### MINI ROUND BEAD WITH LANYARD

Spyderco’s beads and bracelets have become an incredible popular way of accessorizing our knives, and now we offer a scaled-down version of our round bead with a lanyard. They are available in 365 colors. The round bead is made from aircraft-grade aluminum and the lanyard is made from a durable cord and the lanyard cord of its lanyard is perfectly sized for the beads and smaller knifes.

### CUBIC BORON NITRIDE TRI-ANGLE SHARPMAKER™

Cubic Boron Nitride (CBN) is a superabrasive that is used in hardness only to diamond. It offers superior abrasion resistance and thermal conductivity compared to conventional abrasives like silicon carbide and aluminum oxide. Made with the perfect abrasive in many advanced industrial grinding applications, Spyderco combines the advantages of the Cubic Boron Nitride with the convenience and ease of use of Spyderco’s Tri-Angle Sharpener™. The CUBN™ Tri-Angle Sharpener™ blades are sold as a pair, Sharpener sold separately.

### DOG TAG FOLDER™

Size does matter, and sometimes smaller is better. Your keychain has come the case with the Dog Tag Folder. Based on one of the most iconic designs, the Dog Tag Folder features a unique non-metallic handle designed to prevent sharp edges from ABLEs. It includes a clip, a deep carry pocket clip, and a reversible pocket clip for left or right-hand carry. Its lightweight injection-molded handle includes a clip, a deep carry pocket clip, and a reversible pocket clip for left or right-hand carry.

### MINI ROUND BEAD WITH LANYARD

**BEAD4LY**

- **NAME**: MINI ROUND BEAD WITH LANYARD
- **Dimensions**: 3/4 inch round, 1/4 inch bead
- **Origin**: USA

### CUBIC BORON NITRIDE TRI-ANGLE SHARPMAKER™

**NAME**: CUBIC BORON NITRIDE TRI-ANGLE SHARPMAKER™

- **Dimensions**: 6 x 2 x 1 (0.9 x 1) inches
- **Origin**: China

### DOG TAG FOLDER™

**NAME**: DOG TAG FOLDER™

- **Dimensions**: 2 inches x 1 inch
- **Weight**: 0.2 oz
- **Origin**: Taiwan